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Students of all ages (including college students and adults) have difficulty understanding what causes the seasons. Students may
not be able to understand explanations of the seasons before they reasonably understand the relative size, motion, and distance of
the sun and the earth. [1] Many students before and after instruction in earth science think that winter is colder than summer
because the earth is further from the sun in winter. [2] This idea is often related to the belief that the earth orbits the sun in an
elongated elliptical path. [3] Other students, especially after instruction, think that the distance between the northern hemisphere
and the sun changes because the earth leans toward the sun in the summer and away from the sun in winter. [4] Students' ideas
about how light travels and about the earth-sun relationship, including the shape of the earth's orbit, the period of the earth's
revolution around the sun, and the period of the earth's rotation around its axis, may interfere with students' understanding of the
seasons. [5] For example, some students believe that the side of the sun not facing the earth experiences winter, indicating a
confusion between the daily rotation of the earth and its yearly revolution around the sun. [6]
Although upper elementary students may identify air as existing even in static situations and recognize that it takes space,
recognizing that air has weight may be challenging even for high-school students. [7] Students of all ages (including college
students) may believe that air exerts force or pressure only when it is moving and only downwards. [8] Only a few middle-school
students use the idea of pressure differences between regions of the atmosphere to account for wind; instead they may account for
winds in terms of visible moving objects or the movement of the earth. [9]
Before students understand that water is converted to an invisible form, they may initially believe that when water evaporates it
ceases to exist, or that it changes location but remains a liquid, or that it is transformed into some other perceptible form (fog,
steam, droplets, etc.). [10] With special instruction, some students in 5th grade may be able to identify the air as the final location of
evaporating water [11] Students must accept air as a permanent substance before they can identify the air as the final location of
evaporating water. [12] For many students, difficulty understanding the existence of water vapor in the atmosphere persists in
middle school years. [13] Students can understand rainfall in terms of gravity once they attribute weight to little drops of water
(typically in upper elementary grades), but the mechanism through which condensation occurs may not be understood until high
school. [14]
Students of all ages may confuse the ozone layer with the greenhouse effect, and may have a tendency to imagine that all
environmentally friendly actions help to solve all environmental problems (for example, that the use of unleaded petrol reduces the
risk of global warming). [15] Students have difficulty linking relevant elements of knowledge when explaining the greenhouse effect
and may confuse the natural greenhouse effect with the enhancement of that effect. [16]
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